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OW WITH BIG BROTHERranks very high among
the plethora of books about the fall of the Soviet
Union and the death throes of communism. It is pos-
sibly the most vividly written of the lot. The author

witnessed as reporter some of the crucial developments in the
amazing collapse of this century's most widespread secular
fuith. And unlike many other accounts, his is also based on a
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thorough study of the historical and politicalbackground of
the implosion of the Soviet system.

The central point of
Dobbs's book is the search
for ttre reasons for the col
lapse of "Big Brother." Per-
hapswe are too close to the
momentous event to realize
fully its historical unique
ness. The dissolution of the'Western colonial empires
offers no parallels; they
were in a sense e:<ternal to
the imperiat powers them-
sehes; and their perpehra-
tion became at last incom-
patible with English or
French democracy. The
U.S.S.R was in fact, if notin
law, a unitary and totalitari-
an state. As such it survived
crises which would have
destoyed any other
regime: femines that killed
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ously romantic version of the past. He believes the United
States.was a healthier, happier place before the meddlesome
New Deal and Great Society began to muck things up. More
people took responsihility for theiroum lives, he beams, and
children were taught to be genuinely courteous" instead of
learning to call other people loatinueil on rtage 10
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millisns, cataskophic eilitary setbacks G.e., during the fust
phase ofthe Gerrnan invasion in 1941), periods of savage terror
practiced by the government 4gainst its own citizens Yet the
whole Soviet sti'ucfure collapsed, and rapidly, notbecause of de
feat in war, as did Hitle/s Reich, or following a revoluiion, as had
the Tsarist empire in 1917. The U.S.S.R collapsed without a
bang, and with hardly a whimper.

There are occasional slips in Dobbs's accoun! perhaps in-
evitable when dealing with a subject so vast and conipler Pre-'Wodd War tr-Poland was not, as Dobbs asserts, mled by "feu-
dal landowners . . . the privileged genby." In frct the ruling
elite,rras couiposed of military and civilian bureaucrats, most of
them of middlectais backgiound. At the Rey\iavik sumrnit,
the author writes, Goibachev and Reagan trad come close to
barsaining their entire nuclear arsenals." Both leaders did
make noises to that effect But in a world where i number of
other states had dready acquired nuclear technolosy, and at
leastfour of them stockpiles of actual 4ontinued on lage 14L4
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yeapons, neither the United but Russian nationalism ma$ Iives-ceilainly not in the econom-
States nor-the U.S.S.R was really querading as "Soviet pahiotism" ic sense-to tle mass of Russian
wi{ing to bive up the entire stocL thatprovided the main ideological people. Communism, in ttre 

-oid

ofitsmissilesandwarheads-. propforcommunistsinpower.As sense, is dead, but unhappily the
In seeking an answ€r, the au- iar& as 1917l"enin had 

-observed, 
political and eionomic 
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"t'tlor oscillates between two expla "scratch some- Communists and iucceeded it may yet push Russia
nations. One: It was "death by you vrill find Russian chauvinists." into an authoritarian pith.
'economic exhausdon.i But he is And h frct oproletarian interna- About the main 

-actor 
in the

much more convincing when he tionalism'was invoked as the ra- great drama, Dobbs is of two
gives the second on the same tionale for the Soviet invasion of minds. He sees in Gorbachev "a
page: "By seeking to rp,inyfgorate Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia skange amalgam of genius and
the Communist 'sysiiim,,,,.Gor- in 1963 and Afuhanistan in 1979, incompetence, idealism and ego-
bachev succeeded in destr_oying al6ough it was little more than a tism, naivete and cunning."- I
iL" Indeed, the crash of the Soviet tansparent euphemism fsr the 'must 

confess I find "genius" quite
system is a good ilhrstration of Kremlin's imperialism. excessive, the chargl of "inCom-
how personafities shape history But at the end, even an appeal petence" somewhat unfair. It
as much as, if not more than,
llrust SULl.tl .liIU ELUIIUIIIIL .tUI LCS

boss in 1985, it is quite possible -a;;-;;id;tiii;;";dfith[; COmmUni,StS And yOU Wi,ll fi,ndSoviet Union as a superDower.
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chief catabst of the forces that
brought about the disintegration
of the once mrChry'superpower.
Gorbachev thought to the last that
his reforms would give the Soviet
Union a democratic appearance,
while preserving the monopoly of
power. He thus disregarded the
maxim that those who make revo
lutions by hahes dig their own
grave- In contrast, Yeltsin realized
just in time that the system, once
undermined by glasnost, could
not be preserved, and it was he
who delisired the fnal blow both
to the Soviet Union and to the pe
litical career of his onetime boss
and tormentor.

What preceded the fall of the
"Fatherland of Socialism" was tle
virtual erosion of the hith that
had brought it into existence.
That frith eventually hardened
into an,official cult increasingly
detached from the political and
sociil realities of the second haff

to Russian nationatism could not
save tte Soviet state. Glasnost re.
vealed only too clearly that in one
respect all the nations of the
U.S.S.R, including Russia, were
treated equally by their masters:
Theywere equally oppressed, frst
by an omnipotent tyrant, then by
the oligarchs who succeeded Stal-
in. Dobbs may be oversimplifuing
when he writes that Russians
fuere willing to permit the break
up of a great country if their lives
would improve." I think that to-
ward the end, 198$91, the process
of dissolution of the Soviet Union
was happening too frst for most
Russians to conclude that it was
the only alternative, or to allow
them to orpress t&eir preference.

Rather, Russians, along with
the other nationalitieq wanted to
get rid of the oppressive and de-
meaning system without any clear
ideas of whatwas likelyto followit

would have required a genius to
accomplish what he sought, i.e.,
to transform the Soviet state into
a law-abiding, if not exactly demo-
cratic society, while retaining its
territorial integrity and the status
of superpower. But if he failed as
a politician, he stifl succeeded in
effecting a revolution: One might
call it a revolution of common
sense, in international affairs. Un-
like his predecessors in the
Kremlin, he realized the awful
danger of a world in which the
two superpowers had to watch
each other warily, fearfrrl lest the
other be preparing a pre-emptive
nuclear skike. It is for changing
the entire ahosphere of interna-
tional relations and for having
greatly reduced the ianger of i
nuclear holocaust that Gorbachev
deserves his people's and our
gratitude and an honorable place
in history. r


